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1. THE following result is known :f
/ / q be an odd prime, rv r2,..., rg and sv s2,..., sg be two complete sets
of residues (mod*?), then r ^ , r2s2,..., rqsq cannot be a complete set of
residues (modq).
To prove the result we follow P61ya in supposing the contrary.
We can take rQ = 0 (modq) and then.it is easy to deduce that
sq = 0 (vaodq). We have then (to modulus q)
1.2.3...(g-l) = rxr2...rq_x = sxs2...sq_x
= r1«1.r,«1...r,_1«(r_1 = {1.2.3,..fa^l)}»
which is impossible since (hy Wilson's theorem)
1.2.3...(g-l) = —1 (mod?).
We prove in this section that the above result is true not only for
odd prime values of q but for all values of q > 2.
Suppose now that the result is not true for a composite value of q.
It is shown below that there arises a contradiction. Let p be a prime
divisor of q, and q/p = N. We see that rtst is a multiple of p for
precisely N values of t and that rtst is prime to p for the remaining
q—N values of t. Since in each of the two sets rv r2,..., rq and
«j, «2>"-> sq there are precisely q—N numbers that are prime to p,
we deduce at once that, whenever rtst is a multiple of a prime
number p that divides q, then rt and s( are both multiples of p.
If we how make the further assumption that q is a multiple of p2 as
well, then we see that either rlsl is prime to p or is a multiple of p2
and that therefore there is no value of t for which rlsl=p (modg).
This contradiction proves the result when q is divisible by. the
square of a prime. It remains to prove the result when q in a product
of two or more distinct primes. In this case we take an odd prime
divisor p of q and consider the values of t for which risl is a multiple
of N (= p/q). There are precisely p such values of t; let these values
t A. Hurwitz, Nauv. Ann. Serie 3, 1 (1882), 389. See also G. Pdlya and
G. Szego, Aufgaben und Lehrsdtze aua der Analysis, vol. ii, chap. 8, problem 245,
p. 158 and p. 379.
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of t be tv t2,..., tp. Now in each of the two sets rv r2,..., rq and
8V s2,..., sq there are precisely p numbers that are multiples of N and
precisely q— p numbers that are not multiples of N. I t follows that
each of the numbers rh, r,,,..., rt is a multiple of N. Moreover, these
p numbers in some order or other are congruent to N, 2N,..., ])N
(mod q) and are therefore incongruent (modp). The same remarks
apply to su, s,t,..., slp and to rush, r,tsu,..., r/pslp. But according to the
result of A. Hurwitz this is not possible. This completes the proof
when q is a product of two or more distinct primes. Hence we have
the result:
If rv r2,..., rq and sx, s2,..., s(l are two complete residue sets (mod 17),
where q > 2, thenr1s1, r2s2 , . . . , rqsq is not a complete residue set (modg).
2. The main result of this note is given in this section.
We consider the following problem. Suppose that n is a positive
integer, <f>(ri) = h, and rx, r2,..., rh are all prime to n and incongruent
(mod re). Such a set may be called a complete primitive residue set
(mod re). Suppose now that rlt r2,..., rh and sv s2,..., sh are two such
sets. Can it happen that the product set r1s1, r2s2,..., rhsh is also a
complete primitive residue set? I t is easy to see from the proof of
the result of A. Hurwitz that the product set cannot be a complete
primitive residue set if n is a prime number > 2; it is easy to verify
that the same is the case if n = 4, 6, 9, etc. But we see from the
following table that for some other values of n the product set can
be a complete primitive residue set provided that the first two sets
are suitably ordered.
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It turns out that there is a neat answer to the query: 'Which
numbers have the property considered above ?' The answer is given
by the following
'THEOBEM. If n = 2 or has no primitive root, then there exist suitable
complete primitive residue sets rx, r2,..., ru and slt s2,..., sh such that
rlsl, r2s2,..., rhsh too is a complete primitive residue set.
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Remark. If n > 2 and has a primitive root g, then it is easy to
show that n has not the property under consideration. For otherwise
we should have to modulus n
g.gz...gh == r^...^ = s ^ . . . ^ = rlSlr2s2...rhsh = (g.g2...gh)*,
which is a contradiction since n ,> 2 and
g.g*...gh = gwh+il> = gr*A == — 1 (mod»),
where w = \h is an integer.
LEMMA. / / m and n are prime to each other and the conclusion of the
theorem is true for m and n, then it is true for mn.
Let <f>(m) = h, <f>(n) = k, and ru r2,..., rh, sv s2,..., sh and r ^ ,
r2s2,..., rhsh be three complete primitive residue sets (modra), and
let />!, p2,..., pk, alt <J2,..., ak, and p1a1, p2a2,..., pkak be three such sets
(modn). Let {a, /?} denote the residue class x (modmw), where x is
such that x = a (modm), x = fi (modw), and let R^, R2,..., Rhk be
a complete primitive residue set (modmn). If jRa == {rb, pc}, then we
take Sa = {sb, ac} (a = 1, 2, 3,..., hk). It is easy to verify that
Slt S2,..., Shk and RiSv R2S2,..., RhkShk are two complete primitive
residue sets (modwro), and this proves the lemma.
The theorem is first proved for values of n that belong to a set S,
where 8 consists precisely of the five following forms:
(1) n = 2A, where A ^ 2;
(2) n = 2hn, where A ^ 2 and m is a power of any odd prime;
(3) n = jflqi1, where p and q are any pair of distinct odd primes;
(4) n = 4M, where M is any member of the form (3) mentioned
just above;
(5) n = p^qPr"', where p, q, r are any three distinct odd primes.
It may be remarked here that, if a number n has no primitive root,
then either it is a member of S or can be represented as a product
of two or more mutually prime members of 8. In view of the lemma
already proved it follows immediately that the theorem of this note
is completely proved when it has been proved for all values of n that
belong to S.
(I) n = p^qP. Let g be a primitive root of p*, <l>(p*) = 2M, g' a
primitive root of q? and ^(q^) = 2N. We denote by {a, /?} the residue
class x which is such that
x = g<* (modp*1), x = g'P (modq^).
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I t should be noticed that by giving to a the values 0, 1, 2,..., 2M—1
and to /? the values 0, 1, 2,..., 22V—1 we get all the iMN primitive
residue classes (modify1). Also
{«, jS} = {<*+2M, 0} = {«, j3+2N}
for every pair of values a, j3; the converse is also true, i.e. if
then « = a' (mod2JJf) and ft = j3' (mod 2N). Finally, if x = {a, /3}
and y = {a!, &}, then a;y = {a+a ' , jS+0'} for aU a, j8, a', /3'. These
properties enable us to solve the problem under consideration. Let
rlt r2,..., rh (where h = 42*f2V) be a complete set of primitive residues
(modn). We show below how a complete set of primitive residue
classes slt a2,..., sh can be chosen in such a way tha t r ^ , r2«2,..., rhsh
is also a complete primitive residue set.
{}
then 8t is to be taken equal to {a, £};
if • r, = {a, j8} ,J[Jf < a < 2M; 1 < j8 < ^ ) ,
then st is to be taken equal to {a, /3— 1};
if r, = {a, jS} (Jf < a < 2Jf; N < j8 < 2iV),
then «, is to be taken equal to { a + 1 , /?— 1};
if r< = {a, 0} (0 < a < M; 2V < jB < 22V),
then ^ is to be taken equal to { a + 1 , /?}.
I t is easy to verify that, if rv r2,..., rh be a complete primitive residue
set, the same is true of alt s2,..., ah and also of r ^ , r2«2,..., rh8h.
The proofs are as follows:
(i) fen- the numbers rt. From the first two lines of the above scheme
we see. tha t a takes 22tf incongruent values (mod2.M) when
from the third and fourth lines we see that a takes 2M incongruent
values (mod 2M) when N < 0 ^ 22V;
(ii) for the numbers 8t. From the first and fourth lines of the
scheme we see that 8, = {a, /J}, where 1 < a ^ M and /S takes 22V
incongruent values (mod 22V); from the second and third lines of the
scheme we see that st = {a, /?}, where M < a < 2M and /? takes 22V
incongruent values (mod 22V);
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(iii) for the numbers r(8). Here we have r,st = {a, /?}, where
in the first line, a takes all even values (mod2Jf),
/? takes all even values (mod2iV);
in the second line, a takes all even values (mod 2M),
j8 takes all odd values (mod2iVr);
in the third line, a takes all odd values (mod2J!f),
/? takes all odd values (mod 2N);
in the fourth line, a takes all odd values (mod 2M),
j5 takes all even values (mod 2^).
In all the cases (i), (ii), (iii) we get 4MN numbers {a, fi), where a
runs through 2M incongruent values (mod 2M) and fi runs through
2N incongruent values c{mod2i^).; Thus we have proved that the
three sets rt, s(, and r, st (1 < t ^ h) are complete primitive residue sets.
We can present the choices in the above scheme more briefly in
a tabular form. [In the table given below the 'type' to which rt8t
belongs is indicated; if a is even and j3 is odd we shall say that rts
belongs to the type -|—. The three other types + + . h. a r e
similarly defined.]
a
1 < a
M < a.
M < a
0 < a
< M
< 2M
< 2M
<M
|8
1 </
N+\ </
2V</
? < iV
J < N
J < 22V
J < 22V
{a. i3)
{a, )3— 1}
{a+1 , j3— 1}
{«+l.ft
rtst
+ 4.
_ i
L
An even more brief representation of the table would be
rtst
11
11
+ +
21
21 '
+ -
2'2
22'
1.-2
12
- +
(II) n = 4g»*. This case is disposed of in exactly the same way as
n = 2>V* since the number 4 has the primitive root 3. The case 2tys
where A > 2, is discussed a little farther down.
(III) n = 2* (A > 2). This case is disposed of in exactly the same
way as pty for the following reason. Any primitive residue class
(mod 2*) can be represented as {a, /}}, where {a, /?} represents the
residue class x, if and only if x = 5a(—1)0 (modre).
We get all the residue classes by giving to a the values 0, 1, 2,...,
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2*~2—1, and to/3 the values 0 and 1. This representation has all the
properties mentioned earlier in connexion with the case n = pty.
We give below the details of the choice of slt s2,..., sh, where
h = 2*-1 = 4M.
rta,
— 5 , - 5
— 5 , - 5
5!«
(1 =
' , . . . , - 5 M
i<x<M)
-5M+\...
(M < a
_
231
<
-5 2 M
2Af)
5^, 5M+
— 5M+1,
— 5 2 « + 1
I
— 5A
(M
f+2
< a
- i
#T -
<
-5 2 M
2M)
1,5,
5,52,
52a+l
(0
53,...,53f
< a < M)
(IV) n = p*qi*rv. Let gr, 9', g" be respectively primitive roots of
p*, qp, rv. We denote by {a, j3, y} the residue class x (modn), where
x = ga (rnod^/), x = gr'^  (modg'*), x = g"v (rnodr").
The choice of st is made according to the following table:
rts,
111
111
+ + +
211
21'1
+ - +
222
22'2'
H
122
122'
+ + -
2'21
22'1'
1'21
121'
- + -
2'12
21'2
J _
1'12
112
- + +
A more explicit version of this table would be
n = <p*qHv, ^ (^ ) = 2M, <j>{qn) = 2N,
^(r") = 2L, rt = {«, fl, y}
1 s
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=:y <
= y <
iy <
iy <
= y <
= y <
L
L
2L
2L
L
L
2L
2L
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{a.j3.y}
fa, 8 - 1 , y -
tac, /3, y—1}
{a+1,8-1,
{a+1,/3, y—
{a+1,8-1,
{a+l,8,y}
1}
y-1}
y}
+ + +
-| \-
H
+ -)—
I
1-
- + +
(V) n = 4q?rv. This case is disposed of like the previous case since
the number 4 has the primitive root 3.
(VI) n = 2VV (A > 2). This case also is covered by the discussion
in the case n = pKqiLrv, for the residue class x (mod 2V") can be
represented by {a, fi, y], where a, £, y are such that
x ~ 5a(—1)0 (mod2A), x = gv (modr"),
g being a primitive root of r". This completes all the cases included
in the set S, and, as pointed out already, the proof of the theorem
is now plain.
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SUMMARY
It is known that, if q > 2 and q is prime, then there do not exist
two complete residue sets rlt r2,..., rq and s1; s2,..., sq such that
rxslt r2s2,..., rqsq also is a complete residue set (rnodg). It is pointed
out in this note that the same conclusion holds not only for prime
values of q but also for all numbers q > 2. The main result of the
note is the theorem
THEOREM. Jfn>2 and <f>(n) = h, then there exist complete primitive
residue sets rx, r2,..., rh and sv s2,...; sh such that r^Sj, r2s2,..., rhsh too
is a complete primitive residue set if and only if n has no primitive root.
